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EXTENDED TALK ABSTRACT
This talk provides an overview of our ongoing research on the relationship between type systems
and placement systems in programming languages for distributed systems.

In distributed systems, the placement of data and computation plays a crucial role in ensuring
protocol correctness, fault tolerance, security of information flow, and performance optimization.
Thus, researchers have explored various techniques to express and manage data placement. Type-
based approaches have proven particularly effective in modeling places and their interactions. For
example, choreographic programming [1, 2, 6] ensures safe communication protocols across differ-
ent locations by modeling these locations – so-called roles – as types. Similarly, multiparty session
types [4, 5] specify a communication protocol for message exchange over communication channels.
Recent languages for multitier programming – a programming paradigm that provides language
abstractions to specify the placement of data and computations on the different components of the
distributed system – also opted for expressing placement in the type system [7, 9, 11].

Reification of placements into language-level concepts enables programmers to reason about
which components perform computations and about the communication between them.

Challenges. While the different approaches for programming multiparty systems share the
common objective of static reasoning across distributed parties, integrating such reasoning tech-
niques into general-purpose programming languages remains challenging. Traditionally, placement
features are retrofitted onto existing type systems. Interweaving the placement system with a
traditional type system, however, leads to increased complexity in reasoning about placement
correctness because the metatheory needs to refer to both systems at the same time. Thus, the
formal model for the placement system needs to deal with semantics details that are fundamentally
orthogonal to the placement system, impeding modular reasoning. Such interdependencies compli-
cate the design of the placement system. More advanced features, like polymorphic [3, 8, 10] or
dynamic placement [12], have been recognized as crucial functionalities in the domain, but their
integration into programming languages lacks a principled formulation of the placement system
that is independent of the type system and is dedicated exclusively to reasoning about placements.

Insight. In this talk, we argue that static semantics of the language is orthogonal to the idea of
placements by demonstrating how a placement system (for checking placements) can be separated
completely from a type system (for conventional type-checking) and how both can be composed
and reasoned about modularly.

Our key insight is that the structure of a placement system is identical to the structure of a type
system, enabling ideas from one to be applied to the other. Practically, this correspondence allows
us to repurpose Haskell’s type checker to become a placement checker. Theoretically, we use this
correspondence to build a placement algebra on places akin to algebraic data types in conventional
type systems.

Structure of the Talk. First, we introduce a Haskell embedding of a placement system that is
independent of the type system and whose purpose is to reasoning about placements only. The key
idea is to implement the placement checker and the type checker independently, which is achieved
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Table 1. Correspondence Between Type Systems and Placement Systems.

Type System Placement System

Types
Int, Boolean, (String→ Char)

Places [2, 7, 9]
Database, Cache

Parametric Polymorphism
Set a, Map k a, Either a b

Polymorphic Placement [3, 10]
LeaderElection p, DistList p0 p1

SumTypes
Peano Numbers, Weekdays, Maybe

Dynamic Placement [12]
Sum Cache DB, Geo-distribution

Product Types
Tuples (a, b), Records { f0: a, f1: b }, Streams

Data Sharing or Replication [novel in this work]
Conflict-free Replicated Datatypes, Configurations

by introducing types of the form Type @ Place. The type checker only inspects the left side of the
@, leveraging the standard Haskell type-checking through the Glasgow Haskell Compiler (GHC).
The placement checker, on the other hand, only inspects the right side of the @. Building on our
insight that the structures of the placement system matches the structure of the type system, our
Haskell embedding repurposes the existing Haskell type checker to check placements (but not
“conventional” data types as the type checker does).

The following example shows a name value that is placed on a client using the on construct –
where the value’s placement is reflected statically by the @ ascription – and its remote access on
the server using move (which may be read as “move here”):

name :: String @ Client
name = on Client $ ”Rumpelstiltskin”

program :: String @ Server
program = on Server $ ”Client name: ” ++move name

Second, we show that previously proposed static placement mechanisms align nicely with well-
known typing abstractions. This correspondence is depicted in Table 1, associating common type
system techniques (left column) with their interpretation in a placement system (right column). For
instance, parametric polymorphism corresponds to polymorphic code that is parametrized over its
placement (Table 1, second row) and sum types correspond to dynamic placement (Table 1, third
row). Thus, the placement system can be seen as an alternate “type system” that does not check
data types but data places. Both checks can be executed independently of each other.

In our Haskell embedding, for example, dynamic placement can be expressed as sum. The
following code snippet shows the signature of some data that can be retrieved either from a server
or from a cache – depending on whether it has been cached already – and a client that uses a match
construct to inspect the runtime placement of the value:

data : : Data @Sum Server Cache

program :: Result @ Client
program = on Client $

match data
(left -> {- . . . -})
(right -> {- . . . -})
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Third, we complete this type–place correspondence with a missing placement interpretation of
product types, which serve as a means to specify data that is shared or replicated across places
(Table 1, fourth row).

In our Haskell embedding, for example, replication can be expressed as product. The following
code snippet shows the signature of some data that is replicated to two different data centers and a
client that uses a projection construct to retrieve the value from the northern data center:

data : : Data @ Prod NorthernCenter SouthernCenter

program :: Result @ Client
program = on Client $

let value = proj0 data in
{- . . . -}

We illustrate that placement sums and products form an algebra – precisely a commutative
semiring – analogous to sums and products in conventional type systems. To demonstrate that the
axioms of the commutative semiring hold, we reinterpret equality in the axioms as isomorphism
and construct two functions whose composition is the identity of places.

We believe this type–place correspondence can inspire future research, re-interpreting type
system techniques in the context of placement.

Example. We illustrate the modular reasoning and the placement features discussed earlier in a
single example extending the traditional book buyer-seller protocol.

First we observe that a book seller can either be the book publisher or a bookstore. Next we
adopt the setting from [8] in which two buyers share the budget of a book. And finally we assume
the book will be gifted to some third party.
1 transaction : : Place p => Title @Sum Publisher Bookstore -> Budget @ Prod Buyer Buyer -> Maybe Book @ p
2 transaction = {- . . . -}

From the type system’s point-of-view, the transaction function simply takes a book title, a budget,
and produces a book when the budget is that of the cost of the title.

From the placement system’s point-of-view, the transaction function takes a resource that is
either placed on a Publisher or on a Bookstore, then takes a resource shared on two Buyer places and
produces a resource placed on some polymorphic place p. The fact that p is a place is enforced by
the constraint Place p. The placement system will not reason about the datatype of the resources,
instead it is only concerned with the placement and the movement of these resources.
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